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Abstract: The market for electric vehicles and portable and wearable electronics is expanding rapidly.
Lithium-ion batteries currently dominate the market, but concerns persist regarding cost and safety.
Consequently, alternative battery chemistries are investigated, with zinc-ion batteries (ZIBs) emerging
as promising candidates due to their favorable characteristics, including safety, cost-effectiveness,
theoretical volumetric capacity, energy density, and ease of manufacturing. Hydrogel electrolytes
stand out as advantageous for ZIBs compared to aqueous electrolytes. This is attributed to their
potential application in flexible batteries for wearables and their beneficial impact in suppressing
water-induced side reactions, zinc dendrite formation, electrode dissolution, and the risk of water
leakage. The novelty of this review lies in highlighting the advancements in the design and synthesis
of biopolymer hydrogel electrolytes in ZIBs over the past six years. Notable biopolymers include
cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, chitosan, alginate, gelatin, agar, and gum. Also, double-network
and triple-network hydrogel electrolytes have been developed where biopolymers were combined
with synthetic polymers, in particular, polyacrylamide. Research efforts have primarily focused on
enhancing the mechanical properties and ionic conductivity of hydrogel electrolytes. Additionally,
there is a concerted emphasis on improving the electrochemical performance of semi-solid-state ZIBs.
Moreover, some studies have delved into self-healing and adhesive properties, anti-freezing charac-
teristics, and the multifunctionality of hydrogels. This review paper concludes with perspectives on
potential future research directions.

Keywords: interfacial contact; interphase; quasi-solid-state; aqueous zinc-ion batteries

1. Introduction

The global market for electric vehicles and portable and wearable electronic devices is
experiencing substantial growth, with an annual growth rate ranging from 10 to 25% [1].
The preferred energy storage devices for these applications are currently lithium-ion batter-
ies [2]. This preference is attributed to their high energy and power density [2,3], lightweight
nature [4], excellent cycle stability [5], and mature technology [6]. However, lithium-ion
batteries come with drawbacks, including (i) a high cost due to limited natural resources [2]
and relatively complex manufacturing [7], as well as (ii) safety concerns arising from the
toxicity [8] and flammability of battery components and vent gas produced during thermal
runaway [6,9]. Particularly for wearable or implantable devices, properties such as safety
and biocompatibility are paramount for energy storage devices [10–13].

Several alternative batteries have been explored, involving monovalent metals like
sodium [14–16] and potassium [17–19], as well as multivalent metals such as magne-
sium [20,21], calcium [22–24], zinc [7,25–27], and aluminum [28–31]. Aqueous zinc-ion
batteries (ZIBs) are of particular interest due to their numerous advantages: (i) higher
theoretical volumetric capacity of zinc metal (5854 mA h/cm3) compared to lithium metal
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(2061 mA h/cm3) [32,33], (ii) higher energy density (1086 W h/kg) than lithium-ion bat-
teries (about 300 W h/kg) [34], (iii) cost-effectiveness due to abundant zinc natural re-
sources [25,35], (iv) efficient and scalable manufacturing facilitated by easy fabrication and
absence of a glove box requirement, thanks to air-moisture-stable zinc electrodes [7,36],
and (v) enhanced safety with non-toxic, biocompatible, non-flammable components us-
ing mildly acidic aqueous electrolytes, thanks to the low electrochemical redox potential
of −0.763 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode, which is compatible with aqueous
electrolytes [7,25,27].

Despite their promising attributes, aqueous ZIBs face challenges, including (i) uneven
zinc deposition causing dendrite formation and potential short-circuiting [37–40], (ii) cath-
ode material dissolution and non-conductive byproduct formation shortening cycling
life [41–43], (iii) water-induced side reactions leading to battery swelling [44], (iv) a narrow
electrochemical stability window (about 1.23 V) increasing the risk of an oxygen evolution
reaction [45], and (v) potential aqueous electrolyte leakage [46,47].

To address these challenges, replacing aqueous electrolytes with hydrogel polymer
electrolytes for ZIBs has been proposed [47]. As far as the authors are aware of, hydro-
gel electrolytes were first introduced in ZIBs in 2017 with reported studies on a flexible
rechargeable quasi-solid-state Zn-MnO2 battery [48] and a smart flexible zinc battery [49].
Hydrogel electrolytes with reduced free water content and quasi-solid-state properties can
suppress water splitting side reactions, zinc dendrite growth, electrode dissolution, and
water leakage [50,51]. Moreover, hydrogel electrolytes enhance the stability of electrode–
electrolyte interfaces through (i) the adhesion effect of hydrogel polar groups [50,52],
(ii) close contact achievable with electrode active materials due to the mechanical elasticity
of hydrogel electrolytes [53,54], and (iii) controlled Zn2+ deposition through the interaction
between Zn2+ and hydrogel functional groups fixed in the hydrogel 3D network with
evenly distributed ion transfer channels [55]. Hydrogels, with their hydrophilic polymer
3D network matrix, can hold aqueous electrolytes [56]. They can be tailored with different
hydrophilic groups [57], 3D network structures [58], interesting porosity, and tunable me-
chanical strength and flexibility [59,60]. Hydrogel electrolytes can be derived from natural
or synthetic materials [61,62], with most hydrogels exhibiting good biocompatibility and
flexibility, making them suitable for contact with human skin, and implantable or digestible
devices [63,64].

Despite successful applications, some aspects of hydrogel polymer electrolytes in
ZIBs require further improvement for enhanced electrochemical performance. Notably, the
discontinuous electrode–electrolyte interfacial contact in hydrogel ZIBs causes substantial
interface impedance [65], resulting in higher activation energy for charge transfer and
increased resistance for ion transport. This leads to non-uniform zinc ion diffusion and
deposition during cycling. Moreover, hydrogel polymer electrolytes generally exhibit poor
ionic conductivity in the range of 10−5 to 10−2 S cm−1, compared to about 0.1 S cm−1 for
aqueous electrolytes [66,67]. Lower ionic conductivity contributes to sluggish ion diffusion
and mass transfer between electrodes during battery cycling, resulting in lower capacity
and rate performance. Additionally, hydrogel polymer electrolytes have a relatively narrow
electrochemical stability window [68] and are susceptible to aging effects [69]. Mechanical
properties, such as structural strength, flexibility, and self-healing properties, are also
critical for hydrogel polymer electrolytes [70,71].

This review paper focuses on the advances over the past six years in the design and
synthesis of hydrogel biopolymer electrolytes to improve the properties and performance of
ZIBs, particularly through enhancing electrode–electrolyte interfaces. This paper provides
an introduction to the energy storage mechanisms and the electrode–electrolyte interface in
ZIBs, followed by sections on biopolymer hydrogel electrolytes and hybrid biopolymer–
synthetic polymer hydrogel electrolytes, organized by biopolymer type. The final sections
of the paper offer conclusions and future perspectives.
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2. Energy Storage Mechanisms of Zinc-Ion Batteries

Aqueous ZIBs comprise the standard battery components, including a positive elec-
trode, a negative electrode, an electrolyte, a separator, current collector(s), and a binder [72].
The binder facilitates the connection between the electrode and the current collector,
whereas the separator acts as a physical barrier, ensuring the separation of electrodes
and facilitating ion transport. The electrolyte’s role is to enable ion transport between
the positive and negative electrodes. Reversible zinc stripping and plating occur at the
negative electrode during discharge and charge, respectively [73], and the charge storage
mechanism at the Zn negative electrode can be expressed as follows:

Zn2+ + 2e− ↔ Zn

Various materials have been employed as positive electrodes in conjunction with
hydrogel electrolytes, primarily including Mn-based oxides, V-based oxides, Prussian blue
analogues (PBAs), carbon-based materials, and other active materials containing V or Zn.
The storage mechanism at the positive electrode is debated, with several proposed mecha-
nisms (Figure 1). The traditional mechanism involves Zn2+ insertion and extraction [74],
reported for ZIBs with neutral electrolytes and various active materials, such as MnO2
polymorphs (both tunnel and layer structures), V2O5, vanadates, and PBAs [75–77]:

Zn2+ + 2e− + 2MnO2 ↔ ZnMn2O4

xZn2+ + 2xe− + V2O5 ↔ ZnxV2O5

xZn2+ + 2xe− + M[Fe(CN)6]y ↔ Znx M[Fe(CN)6]y (M = Cu, Fe, Zn, etc.)

Zinc insertion can result in cathode crystal phase change and deliver high capacity for
several MnO2 phases [78]. However, the diffusion kinetics are relatively slow due to the
ionic size and strong electrostatic effect of Zn2+ ions, and Zn insertion can lead to rapid
structural collapse of cathode materials [79].

The second mechanism involves proton insertion and extraction [80], where protons
are inserted instead of Zn2+ ions in MnO2:

α-MnO2 + H+ + e− ↔ α-H1MnO2

Proton insertion and extraction is energetically favored in Mn-based tunnel structures
due to the small ionic radius and low electrostatic effects, facilitating fast diffusion and
better stability [81]. However, extensive investigation is still required for proton insertion
in different MnO2 polymorphs.

The third mechanism proposes dual-ion Zn2+ and H+ co-insertion, suggested for both
tunnel- and layer-structured Mn-based cathodes in aqueous ZIBs [82]:

MnO2 + H+ + e− ↔ MnOOH

MnO2 + xZn2+ + 2xe− + ↔ ZnxMnO2

Studies indicated rapid proton insertion followed by slow zinc ion insertion, form-
ing different Mn phases at varying voltages. Proton insertion generates a more alkaline
solution and the formation of byproduct zinc hydroxide sulfate [83]. Similar sequential in-
sertion mechanisms have been observed in vanadium dioxide cathodes [84] and vanadium
hexacyanoferrate materials [85].

4H+ + 4VO2·0.45H2O + Zn2+ + 6e− ↔ 4(HZn0.25)VO2·0.45H2O
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Figure 1. Top panel: Different storage mechanisms in common cathodes in ZIBs with hydrogel
electrolytes. Bottom panel: Schematic diagram of a sandwich structure flexible ZIB and the functions
of each component.

The fourth mechanism involves chemical conversion reactions, where α-MnO2 reacts
with protons to form MnOOH during discharging, and hydroxyl ions generate zinc hy-
droxide sulfate from the zinc sulfate electrolyte [86]. These reactions are reversed during
charging, offering faster reaction kinetics compared to ion insertion mechanisms. However,
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the chemical reactions vary among different electrolyte systems, and controlling reactions
is essential to enhance cathode performance:

3Zn2+ + 6OH− + xH2O + ZnSO4 ↔ ZnSO4·3Zn(OH)2·xH2O

MnO2 + H+ + e− ↔ MnOOH

The fifth mechanism, dissolution–deposition, involves reversible dissolution and
deposition of Mn-based cathode materials during the discharging and charging process,
accompanied by the formation of byproducts [87]:

MnO2 +2H2O + 2e− ↔ Mn2+ + 4OH−

In summary, the mechanisms of ZIBs are intricate and contentious. Selecting appropri-
ate active materials and further improving cathodes through the overall modification of the
battery system may pave the way for enhanced electrochemical performance, especially in
cells with hydrogel electrolytes.

3. Electrode–Electrolyte Interfaces in Zn-Ion Batteries

The performance and cycle life of rechargeable batteries are intricately tied to the
electrode–electrolyte interfaces, encompassing both the cathode–electrolyte and anode–
electrolyte interfaces. The voltage window of the battery is a critical determinant influenced
by these interfaces, particularly noteworthy in batteries employing aqueous electrolytes,
where the hydrogen evolution reaction can occur at the anode and the oxygen evolution re-
action at the cathode [88]. These water-induced side reactions present significant challenges,
as the hydrogen evolution reaction produces hydrogen gas, leading to electrolyte leakage
and potentially battery failure. Furthermore, by depleting protons, this reaction can elevate
pH levels at the interface, creating an alkaline environment conducive to the formation of
Zn(OH)2. This, in turn, results in the deposition of insulating ZnO (via conversion) at the
anode interface [89].

Hydrogel electrolytes exhibit dual functionality as both electrolytes and separators
(Figure 1). Possessing properties that bridge the gap between liquids and solids, hydrogels
offer excellent mechanical flexibility, strong adhesion, and reasonable ionic conductivity,
and simultaneously reduce separator weight [90]. Consequently, the solid interface of
hydrogel electrolytes acts as a physical barrier, effectively inhibiting cathode dissolution.
At the anode side, hydrogel electrolytes play a crucial role in impeding dendrite formation.
The hydrogel’s design involves a trade-off, balancing a higher water content that enhances
capacity with a lower water content that minimizes water decomposition and consequent
ZnO formation at the anode, which would compromise the reversibility of Zn plating and
stripping [91].

The stability of the interfaces in terms of their ability to withstand mechanical deforma-
tion is also important in batteries, since interfacial debonding results in capacity fade and
higher impedance. Some insights on this matter can be derived from lithium-ion batteries.
Simulations using the cohesive zone model showed that interfacial debonding between
the active material particles and binder starts from the edge of the interface, propagating
rapidly to the inner zone, and that it leads to a larger extent of the average state of charges
in the particles because of the increased flux of ions through the new, debonded zones [92].
The state of charge and diffusion-induced stress evolution is significantly impacted by
concentration-dependent local volume changes of the active material [93]. Moreover, this
interfacial debonding is more probable in an electrode with a higher number of binder
connections due to an increased amount of stress concentration locations [94]. Furthermore,
previous research indicated that with growth of the solid electrolyte interface layer, tensile
stress converts to compressive stress in the particles, resulting in a reduced probability of
particle fracturing [95]. However, as the solid electrolyte interface starts fracturing, and
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this fracturing is more pronounced on small particles than on large particles, then the
probability of particle fracturing increases [95].

Notably, challenges at the electrode–electrolyte interface for hydrogel batteries center
on the electrode–electrolyte contact and ion transport resistance. Various strategies have
been proposed to address these challenges, including (i) modifying the cathode material to
expand ion transport channels, (ii) tuning functional groups and side chains of hydrogel
polymer electrolytes to induce uniform zinc deposition, and (iii) designing adhesive or
self-sealable hydrogel polymer electrolytes to preserve the interface’s integrity [51].

4. Biopolymer Hydrogel Electrolytes for Zn-Ion Batteries

Numerous biobased materials have found application in the synthesis of hydrogel
electrolytes for ZIBs, such as cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, alginate, chitosan, chitin,
gelatin, guar gum, and xanthan gum. The primary aim of incorporating hydrogels in ZIBs
is to mitigate zinc dendrite formation, suppress water-induced side reactions, expand the
electrochemical stability window, enhance ionic conductivity, improve mechanical strength,
widen operational conditions to subzero temperatures, extend service life, and enhance
endurance under mechanical deformation. The use of biobased materials for these hydro-
gels is advantageous due to natural sourcing, cost-effectiveness, lightweight nature, and
biodegradability. A summary of the investigated biopolymer hydrogel electrolytes for Zn-
ion batteries with information on electrolyte type, mechanical strength, ionic conductivity
and main advantages and disadvantages is presented in Table 1.

4.1. Cellulose and Its Derivatives

Cellulose, the most abundant natural polymer, is a linear polysaccharide constituting
the main component of plant skeletal structures [96]. It consists of a repetition of D-glucose
building blocks that are connected via β-1,4-glycosidic bonds [61]. Characterized by its
hydrophilic, non-toxic, and biodegradable nature [96], cellulose serves as an ideal candidate
for hydrogel electrolytes in ZIBs.

4.1.1. Enhanced Mechanical and Electrochemical Properties

To capitalize on the mechanical strength of cellulose, hydrogel electrolytes have been
developed to enhance both mechanical and electrochemical properties for ZIBs. A com-
mon synthesis procedure involves preparing a cellulose hydrogel followed by immer-
sion in a zinc sulfate solution to form the hydrogel electrolyte. For instance, ultrathin
(about 10 µm) cellulose hydrogel electrolyte membranes were fabricated for ZIBs with
the V2O5 cathode, exhibiting impressive tensile strength (39.5 MPa), reasonable ionic con-
ductivity (0.643 mS cm−1), and a wide electrochemical window (1.6 V) [97]. The cellulose
gel membranes were created by dissolving paper scraps in a lithium chloride and N,N-
dimethylacetamide solution through stirring at 100 ◦C. Subsequent steps involved drying
on a hot plate at 60 ◦C, rinsing, and vacuum oven drying at 60 ◦C [97]. The resulting
cellulose gel membranes were cut and immersed in a 3 M ZnSO4·H2O solution to achieve
the hydrogel electrolyte [97]. This procedure generated a hydrogel electrolyte with a dense
structure and low thickness, effectively reducing the ion transfer distance. Moreover, the
hydrogels exhibited superior dendrite inhibition compared to traditional separators due
to the enhanced compatibility with the zinc anode and the non-porous structure. The
resulting ZIBs delivered a maximum capacity of about 400 mAh g−1 after 10 cycles at a
current density of 0.1 A g−1, and a capacity retention rate of 62.5% after 200 cycles [97]. The
ZIBs demonstrated excellent electrochemical stability over 2000 cycles with nearly 100%
Coulombic efficiency [97].

Bacterial cellulose, with its interconnected network structure [98], was employed as a
hydrogel electrolyte for ZIBs with a cathode made of carbon nanofibers on Mn3O4, achieved
through the carbonization of bacterial cellulose pre-absorbed with Mn salt [98]. The
resulting carbonized porous bacterial cellulose, forming a 3D network structure, provided
numerous ion pathways. The hydrogel, derived from bacterial cellulose from Nata-de-coco
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via freeze drying, alkali treatment, and immersion in an aqueous solution of 2.0 M ZnSO4
and 0.2 M MnSO4, exhibited high ionic conductivity (27.8 mS cm−1) [98]. ZIBs with this
hydrogel electrolyte achieved a specific capacity of 415.2 mAh g−1 at 0.1 A g−1, excellent
Coulombic efficiency of more than 99%, and a capacity retention of 88.2% after 1000 cycles
at a current density of 2 A g−1 [98].

Incorporating the principles of the Hofmeister effect (Figure 2), high-concentration
kosmotropic ions were introduced into a cellulose hydrogel, exploiting the salting-out
effect [53]. Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) was selected for its negatively charged frame-
work, good solubility in water, and abundant oxygen-containing functional groups [53].
The hydrogel was produced by adding acetic acid to the CMC solution to facilitate gelation,
followed by four freeze–thaw cycles, and drying at room temperature [53]. Subsequently,
the hydrogel film was immersed in an aqueous solution of 7 M KAc and 1 M ZnAc2 [53].
The generated hydrogel electrolyte displayed a wide electrochemical window (up to 2.3 V),
facilitated by the high concentration of acetates that modified the solvation shell of the
electrolyte solvent and reduced the active water molecules. Furthermore, the hydrogel
exhibited a tensile strength of 1.33 MPa, fracture elongation of 185%, and ionic conductivity
of 34.5 mS cm−1 [53]. This hydrogel demonstrated not only targeted improvements but
also good adhesion, water retention, dendrite suppression, and resistance to water-induced
side reactions [53]. Pouch cell Zn/polyaniline batteries with this CMC hydrogel electrolyte
showed a capacity of 145.7 mAh g−1 at 0.2 A g−1 after 10 cycles, retaining 79.5% capacity
after 2000 cycles at 1 A g−1 [53].
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illustrated for hydrogel with kosmotropic ions and with chaotropic ions, respectively (b). Figure
from [99] reprinted with permission.

4.1.2. Improved Cycling Stability

In pursuit of enhanced cycling stability, a nanocellulose–carboxymethyl cellulose
hydrogel electrolyte was developed (Figure 3) [100]. This involved dispersing 0.1 wt%
commercial cellulose nanofiber gel in deionized water, adding a 5 wt% CMC solution,
and subjecting the dispersion to vacuum filtration [100]. The produced membranes were
immersed in a 20 wt% NaOH aqueous solution and later in an aqueous solution of 2 M
ZnSO4 [100]. The resulting hydrogel electrolyte exhibited a high tensile strength of 70 MPa,
ionic conductivity of 26 mS cm−1, and excellent dendrite suppression due to controlled Zn2+
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movement facilitated by the affinity of water with the CMC main chain [100]. ZIBs with this
hydrogel electrolyte and a MnO2 cathode delivered a specific capacity of about 200 mAh
g−1 at a current density of 2 A g−1, with a capacity retention of 95% after 500 cycles [100].
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram illustrating the difference between cellulose-only hydrogel (A) and
cellulose-CMC hydrogel (B). For both hydrogels, parasitic side reactions are induced in the case of
too much free water. However, with the removal of free water, the ionic conductivity becomes too
low for cellulose-only hydrogel in contrast to cellulose-CMC hydrogel. Figure from [100] reprinted
with permission.

Another study aimed to enhance the lifespan of ZIBs by employing CMC in a hydrogel
electrolyte, mixed with agarose and 4 wt% glutaraldehyde for cross-linking [101]. The
resulting hydrogel electrolyte, immersed in an aqueous 2 M ZnSO4 solution, demonstrated
stable electrode–electrolyte interface properties due to even zinc ion diffusion facilitated
by the abundant polar groups in the hydrogel. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and a
polydopamine-based cathode exhibited a capacity of 196 mAh g−1 after 1000 cycles at a
current density of 0.5 A g−1, and a capacity of 110 mAh g−1 after 10,000 cycles at a current
density of 1 A g−1 (Figure 4) [101].

In a coaxial-fiber design for flexible, high-voltage rechargeable ZIBs, CMC was utilized
in a hydrogel electrolyte [102]. The hydrogel electrolyte, formed by dissolving CMC and
ZnSO4·7H2O in distilled water under stirring at 85 ◦C, contributed to the assembly of
fiber ZIBs with a zinc hexacyanoferrate cathode [102]. The resulting fiber ZIBs achieved
a capacity of 100.2 mAh cm−3 at a current density of 0.1 A cm−3, an energy density of
195.4 mWh cm−3 at a power density of 0.2 A cm−3, and a capacity retention of 93.2% after
3000 bending cycles [102].
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4.1.3. Anti-Freezing Properties

Hydrogel electrolytes with anti-freezing properties were developed for ZIBs using cot-
ton as a raw material. This cost-effective approach involved adding tetraethyl orthosilicate
as a cross-linker and glycerol as an anti-freezing agent (Figure 5) [103]. Cotton was treated
with an alkali solution, ground, and dissolved in an aqueous ZnCl2 solution [103]. Glycerol
was then added, followed by the cross-linker, to form a 3D porous network via covalent
siloxane bonds [103]. The hydroxyl groups in the CMC skeleton inhibited the crystallization
of water molecules and promoted the distribution of glycerol through the cross-link of silox-
ane bonds, contributing a stable ion transfer pathway. The resulting hydrogel electrolyte
exhibited an ionic conductivity of 19.4 mS cm−1 at −40 ◦C, and effectively suppressed
zinc dendrite formation and water-induced side reactions over a temperature range of
−40 to 60 ◦C [103]. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and a MnO2 cathode demonstrated
a specific capacity of 277.3 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.2 A g−1, a capacity retention of
99.2% after 2000 cycles at 20 ◦C, a Coulombic efficiency of 99.9%, and excellent performance
under harsh conditions, including bending, water immersion, and low temperature [103].
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In another study, a sorbitol-modified cellulose hydrogel electrolyte was developed for
a flexible Zn-polyaniline ZIB [52]. Cellulose was extracted from ground and ball-milled
wheat straw treated with a NaOH and H2O2 solution, UV radiation, and freeze drying.
The extracted cellulose was dissolved in an aqueous solution of 16 M ZnCl2 (to achieve
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water-in-salt effect) and 0.6 M CaCl2 (which can act as a gelling agent) under stirring at
65 ◦C, and sorbitol was added as a cryoprotectant [52]. The resulting hydrogel electrolyte
exhibited a tensile strength of 0.62 MPa, a fracture elongation of 303%, strong adhesion, an
ionic conductivity of 35.4 mS cm−1 at 20 ◦C, and a very low freezing point of −101.5 ◦C [52].
Sorbitol facilitated desolvation of hydrated zinc ions, suppressing water-induced side
reactions and enhancing zinc deposition kinetics. Moreover, sorbitol formed hydrogen
bonds with the cellulose polymer, promoting gelation. ZIBs in this study delivered a
capacity of 114.4 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.2 A g−1, and the capacity retention was
74.9% for 1000 cycles at a current density of 1 A g−1 and a temperature of 20 ◦C [52].

4.2. Chitin and Chitosan

Chitin, the second most abundant natural polymer, is a polysaccharide found in
the exoskeleton of arthropods or the cell walls of fungi and yeast [104]. It consists of
polymer chains with repetitive units of N-acetyl-D-glucasamine connected via β-(1→4)
linkages [104]. Chitosan, a deacetylated form of chitin with approximately 50% deacetyla-
tion, is a random copolymer comprising N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and D-glucosamine, and
is water-soluble [104].

The development of hydrogel electrolytes based on chitin or chitosan aims to enhance
the safety, sustainability, and biodegradability of ZIBs, while also suppressing zinc dendrite
formation for improved electrochemical performance and cycling life. For instance, a
chitosan-Zn membrane electrolyte was prepared by dissolving 0.5 wt% chitosan powder in
a 4 wt% acetic acid aqueous solution under stirring at room temperature. Subsequently,
filtration and evaporation were employed to achieve a 4 wt% chitosan solution [105].
The resulting porous chitosan-Zn membrane, obtained by immersing the chitosan wet
film in an aqueous 20 wt% NaOH solution with 0.6 wt% Zn ions for four days, was
washed, and the electrolyte was prepared by immersing the membrane in a 2 M ZnSO4
aqueous solution [105]. A pressure of about 5 MPa was applied to densify the membrane,
resulting in smaller surface area and lower free water content due to the hydrogen bonding
between hydrophilic groups in chitin and water [105]. Those electrolytes showed an
ionic conductivity of 71.8 mS cm−1 at a water content of 57% [105]. ZIBs employing this
electrolyte and a polybenzoquinonyl sulfide (PBQS) organic cathode delivered a capacity
of 190 mAh g−1 at a current density of 1 A g−1 and exhibited a capacity retention of 71%
after 400 cycles (Figure 6) [105].
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Figure 6. (A) Rate performance for the ZIB with PQBS cathode at rates ranging from 1 to 20C,
comparing the ZIB with aqueous electrolyte and that with the chitosan-based hydrogel electrolyte.
(B) Cycling performance, with specific capacity on the left axis and Coulombic efficiency on the right
axis, of the ZIB with the chitosan-based hydrogel electrolyte at 2C with a PBQS loading of 10 mg
cm−2. Figure slightly modified from [105] reprinted with permission.

In another study, a chitosan-based hydrogel electrolyte was developed to regulate zinc
deposition and suppress dendrite formation in rechargeable ZIBs [106]. The hydrogel was
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prepared by purifying and dissolving chitosan in acetic acid, pouring it onto a glass fiber
separator, and neutralizing it through immersion in a NaOH solution of pH 10 [106]. The
chitosan glass fiber membrane was then immersed in a 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous solution to
enable cross-linking and hydrogel electrolyte formation [106]. With a mechanical strength
of 2.4 MPa, the hydrogel membrane inhibited zinc dendrite penetration [106]. ZIBs using
this electrolyte and a NaV3O8 cathode delivered a capacity of 275.8 mAh g−1 at a current
density of 0.5 A g−1, indicating fast ion transport in the hydrogel. The ZIBs exhibited a
capacity retention of 31% after 500 cycles at a current density of 2 A g−1 [106].

An additional approach to developing dendrite-free ZIBs utilizing chitosan-based
hydrogel involved modifying cotton pad separators [107]. Following a similar procedure to
the previous study, the glass fiber membrane was replaced with a cotton pad separator [107].
In Zn symmetric cells with the chitosan hydrogel cotton pad separator, a cycling longevity
of 1500 h was achieved at a current density of 1 mA cm−2, and 600 h at a current density
of 4 mA cm−2 [107]. The high mechanical strength of chitosan-based hydrogel prevented
puncturing by zinc dendrites. Moreover, water-induced side reactions and zinc deposition
were controlled through favorable adsorption of free water and zinc ions on the functional
groups in chitosan. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte separator and a NaV3O8 cathode
delivered a specific capacity of 102.0 mAh g−1 after 700 cycles at a current density of
1 A g−1 [107].

In a study on the development of green ZIBs, polyaspartic acid was used instead of
acetic acid in the chitosan-based hydrogel preparation procedure (Figure 7) [108]. The
hydrogel, prepared by dissolving 6 wt% chitosan and 1 wt% polyaspartic acid (PASP)
(both sourced from snail shells) in an aqueous solution of 9 wt% NaOH and 18 wt% urea,
exhibited increased porous structures [108]. Moreover, the carboxyl groups in PASP acted
as additional hopping sites promoting mass transfer. ZIBs using this electrolyte and a
MnO2 cathode showed a capacity of 523.6 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.1 A g−1, a
capacity retention of 92.5% over 5000 cycles, and an energy density of 452.2 Wh kg−1 even
at a high power density of 753.6 W kg−1 [108].
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Chitosan and carrageenan were synergistically combined to create a hydrogel elec-
trolyte designed for “open” pouch cells targeting large-scale-capacity ZIBs [109]. The
hydrogel electrolyte, made by dissolving 0.1 wt% chitosan in deionized water and dis-
persing 1 wt% k-carrageenan in the saturated chitosan solution, followed by casting and
subsequent immersion in a 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous solution, exhibited ionic conductivity of
5.3 mS cm−1 at room temperature [109]. The polar functional groups in this hybrid elec-
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trolyte suppressed the free water and water-related side reactions. The open cell structure
enabled water refilling, and the pouch symmetric cells achieved a lifetime of about 4000 h
and a capacity of 35 mAh cm−2 at 10 mA cm−2 [109]. Coin cell ZIBs with this hydrogel
electrolyte and a ZnxV2O5·nH2O cathode delivered a specific capacity of 349.6 mAh g−1 at
a current density of 0.2 A g−1, with a capacity retention of 88.2% after 100 cycles [109].

A thermosensitive reversible electrolyte was prepared using modified chitin for the
development of aqueous ZIBs, preventing thermal runaway by changing to a gel state at
higher temperatures, inhibiting zinc ion migration [110]. The electrolyte was prepared by
dissolving chitin in an aqueous solution of 11 wt% NaOH and 4 wt% urea, followed by
the addition of iodomethane [110]. Subsequently, the methylated chitin was dissolved in
a 20 wt% NaOH aqueous solution, then iodomethane was added at 20 ◦C, followed by
neutralization, dialysis, and freeze drying [110]. The electrolyte, produced by dissolving
the prepared methylated chitin in distilled water and mixing it with 2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4, exhibited reversible temperature responsiveness, attributed to the hydrogen
bonding and interaction of functional groups [110]. The gelation process inhibited ion
transfer and controlled reaction speed. ZIBs with this electrolyte and α-MnO2 cathode
demonstrated decreased capacity from 143.9 mAh g−1 at 35 ◦C to 2.4 mAh g−1 at 75 ◦C, with
an energy density decrease from 199.7 Wh kg−1 to 2.4 Wh g−1 for the same temperature
change [110].

4.3. Alginate

Alginate, a polysaccharide biomaterial, is naturally found in the outer cell walls of
brown algae [111]. Comprising linear copolymers, alginate consists of blocks of (1,4)-linked
β-D-mannuronate and α-L-guluronate residues, and is renowned for its biocompatibility
and gelation properties [111].

In the pursuit of highly reversible ZIBs with dendrite-free zinc anodes, a hierarchi-
cally three-dimensional gel electrolyte was developed from alginate by cross-linking zinc
ions with alginate carboxylate groups [112]. The hydrogel electrolyte synthesis involved
dissolving sodium alginate in deionized water, followed by stirring under a vacuum
and immersion in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.2 M MnSO4 to facilitate the
cross-linking reaction [112]. The alginate hydrogel exhibited a restriction of zinc ion mi-
gration due to the carboxylate groups, leading to an ionic conductivity of 18.3 mS cm−1 at
room temperature [112]. ZIBs utilizing this hydrogel electrolyte and an α-MnO2 cathode
achieved a capacity of 300 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.2 A g−1, maintaining nearly
100% Coulombic efficiency over 100 cycles, along with acceptable cycling stability and rate
capability [112].

A recent study reported the synthesis of a zinc alginate hydrogel electrolyte to develop
dendrite-free ZIBs with reduced interfacial resistance [113]. The zinc alginate hydrogel was
prepared via solution casting, involving the dissolution of sodium alginate in ultrapure
water under stirring, followed by drying on a hot plate at 50 ◦C, and immersion of the
alginate membrane in a 3 M ZnSO4 aqueous solution [113]. The resulting zinc alginate
hydrogel electrolyte exhibited excellent mechanical properties, a dense structure for even
ionic distribution, and reduced side reactions and dendrite growth. With an ionic con-
ductivity of 1.24 mS cm−1 at room temperature, ZIBs employing this electrolyte and a
Ca0.24V2O5 cathode demonstrated stable cyclability for 600 cycles at a current density of
1.2 A g−1, with a capacity retention of 88.7% [113].

Additionally, alginate was employed to create a self-healing and self-adapting hydro-
gel interface with a zinc anode, promoting fast ion transport in ZIBs [114]. The hydrogel
electrolyte was produced by coating the zinc anode with sodium alginate, which was
then converted in situ to zinc alginate hydrogel through immersion in an aqueous ZnSO4
solution. This process, involving the replacement of sodium ions with zinc ions, enabled
linking with carboxyl groups and cross-linking, resulting in gelation [114]. The carboxyl
groups, with a negative charge, facilitated desolvation through an affinity to zinc cations
and repulsion of SO4

− anions. The hydrogel electrolyte demonstrated an ionic conductivity
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of 0.54 mS cm−1 [114]. ZIBs using this electrolyte and a MnO2 cathode delivered a capacity
of 214 mAh g−1 at 2C after 500 cycles [114].

In certain studies, sodium alginate was reacted with other chemicals in addition to zinc
sulfate. For instance, a cross-linked composite hydrogel of sodium alginate with tannic acid
was developed and used in ZIBs with a NH4V4O10 cathode [115]. The hydrogel electrolyte
was prepared by mixing sodium alginate and tannic acid in deionized water, followed
by immersion in 2 M ZnSO4 to achieve cross-linking between Zn2+ and –COO− groups
from sodium alginate and chelation with –OH groups from tannic acid [115]. The full cell
delivered a capacity of 238.6 mAh g−1 and a capacity retention of 94.5% after 900 cycles at
2 A g−1 (Figure 8) [115].
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In another study, a hydrogel was prepared with sodium alginate, guar gum, and
ethylene glycol to create flexible and anti-freezing ZIBs [116]. A mixture of 4 wt% sodium
alginate and 2 wt% guar gum was created in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M
MnSO4 under stirring at room temperature [116]. After casting and air-drying, the hydrogel
electrolyte was immersed in a 30 vol% ethylene glycol (EG) solution with 2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4 [116]. The hydrogel exhibited an ionic conductivity of 16.81 mS cm−1 at
25 ◦C, and 6.19 mS cm−1 at −20 ◦C [116]. This result indicates that the introduction of EG
significantly decreases the freezing points of hydrogels through abundant intermolecular
hydrogen bonding between EG and water. ZIBs with this hydrogel delivered a capacity
of 135 mAh g−1 at a current density of 3 A g−1, with a capacity retention of 78.3% over
1000 cycles at 6 A g−1 at room temperature [116]. The ZIBs operated at −20 ◦C with a
capacity of 181.5 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.1 A g−1 [116].

Alginate was also combined with chitosan in research on the development of green
and scalable hydrogel electrolytes for ZIBs (Figure 9) [117]. The hydrogel solutions were
created through microfluidic mixing of aqueous solutions of sodium alginate and chitosan
with ZnCl2 salt, followed by centrifugation to concentrate and separate the hydrogel
electrolyte [117]. The produced hydrogel electrolyte had an ionic conductivity of about
10 mS cm−1 and demonstrated a stable interface with Zn electrodes in a symmetric cell,
operating for more than 7000 galvanostatic cycles [117].
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4.4. Gelatin

Gelatin, a widely used biopolymer, finds applications in diverse fields such as biomed-
ical, pharmaceutical, food, and cosmetics [118]. Derived from the partial hydrolysis of
collagen, a fibrous protein constituting a major component of connective tissues, skin, and
bone, gelatin is not naturally occurring [119].

In the pursuit of enhanced safety and stability, flexible ZIBs have been developed
with gelatin-based hydrogel electrolytes [60]. The hydrogel electrolyte was prepared by
dissolving 10 wt% gelatin in an aqueous solution with 0.5 M Li2SO4 and 0.5 M ZnSO4
under stirring at 60 ◦C, followed by casting and cooling in a cryogenic box [60]. Exhibiting
an ionic conductivity of 37.2 mS cm−1 and a mechanical strength of approximately 50 kPa
with a corresponding strain of 50% at a temperature of 25 ◦C, the hydrogel facilitated ZIBs
with a LiMn2O4 cathode to achieve a capacity of 110 mAh g−1 and a capacity retention
of 89% after 200 cycles at a current density of 0.1 A g−1 [60]. The hydrogel’s protective
role against water corrosion and side reactions contributed to the high stability of the cell,
even when subjected to bending, twisting, or immersion in water [60]. Nevertheless, the
relatively low mechanical strength may hinder its further application as an electrolyte
in ZIBs.

In another study, a gelatin-based electrolyte was employed to produce ultra-stable ZIBs
with a MnO2 cathode [120]. Gelatin powder, dissolved at 10 wt% in an aqueous solution
under stirring at 60 ◦C, was poured into a mold and rapidly cooled to 1 ◦C, followed by
immersion in a ZnSO4/MnSO4 mixed aqueous solution [120]. The high concentration of
inorganic salt induced a salt-reinforced effect, resulting in strong hydrophobic interactions
and enhanced main chain strength in the hydrogel. Consequently, the hydrogel exhibited
a mechanical tensile strength of 2.78 MPa [120]. ZIBs utilizing this hydrogel electrolyte
and an α-MnO2 cathode demonstrated a specific capacity of 285 mAh g−1 at 0.1C, with a
capacity retention of 90% after 500 cycles at 5C [120]. The study reported no capacity loss
after bending 200 times, and immersion in water had no adverse effects on the battery’s
performance [120].
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Similarly, flexible ZIBs were developed with gelatin-based electrolytes to achieve
superior mechanical and electrochemical performance [99]. In this case, the electrolyte
was prepared by dissolving 10 wt% gelatin in water at 70 ◦C, followed by cooling in a
refrigerator to obtain a pre-frozen gelatin hydrogel, which was subsequently immersed
in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 [99]. Various zinc salts were tested for synthesizing
hydrogel electrolytes, and ZnSO4 provided the best results, benefiting from the Hofmeister
salting-out effect. This effect improved hydrogen bonding between chains and hydrophobic
effects, facilitating polymer cross-linking and toughening the hydrogel [99]. The gelatin
ZnSO4 hydrogel demonstrated a Young’s modulus of 11.8 MPa, strength of about 1.5 MPa
with a corresponding strain of over 120%, and ionic conductivity of 23.5 mS cm−1 [99].
ZIBs utilizing this hydrogel electrolyte and a MnO2 cathode achieved a specific capacity
of 310 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.1 A g−1 and a capacity retention of 67% after
more than 9300 cycles at a current density of 2 A g−1 (Figure 10) [99]. The ZIBs displayed a
good electrode–electrolyte contact, as evidenced by small charge transfer impedance and
diffusion impedance. The robust cycling stability indicated the absence of zinc dendrite
formation [99]. Furthermore, the specific capacity remained unaffected after bending the
ZIB 1000 times, attesting to the hydrogel’s excellent mechanical properties [99].
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4.5. Xanthan Gum, Guar Gum, and Gum Arabic

Xanthan gum, a natural microbial polysaccharide, exhibits a primary structure com-
prising repeating pentasaccharide units consisting of two glucose units, two mannose
units, and one glucuronic acid unit [121]. The main chain shares similarities with cellulose,
featuring D-glucose units linked via β-1,4-glycosidic bonds [121]. Guar gum, extracted from
the seeds of the plant Cyamopsis tetragonoloba, predominantly comprises galactomannans
with linear chains of (1→4)-linked β-D-mannopyranosyl units and (1→6)-linked α-D-
galactopyranosyl residues as side chains [122]. Gum arabic, a complex polysaccharide with
branched chains, can be neutral or slightly acidic, characterized by a backbone of 1,3-linked
β-D-galactopyranosyl units and side chains of two to five 1,3-linked β-D-galactopyranosyl
units connected to the backbone via 1,6-linkages [123].

Xanthan gum was employed to fabricate a stable sulfate-tolerant bio-electrolyte for
ZIBs [124]. The electrolyte, prepared by dissolving 20 wt% xanthan gum powder in an
aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M MnSO4 under stirring at room temperature,
exhibited an ionic conductivity of 14.6 mS cm−1 and displayed hydrating, adaptive, and
adhesive behavior [124]. ZIBs utilizing this electrolyte and a MnO2 cathode delivered a
capacity of 260 mAh g−1 at 1C, with 90% capacity retention and 100% Coulombic efficiency
over 330 cycles at 1C [124]. Additionally, the ZIBs demonstrated durability under repeated
bending and twisting [124].
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In another study employing xanthan gum, a hydrogel was developed to enhance the
performance of ZIBs at subzero temperatures [125]. In this case, the hydrogel electrolyte was
prepared by mixing about 40 wt% xanthan gum powder in a 4 M ZnCl2 aqueous solution
under stirring at room temperature [125]. After adjusting the content and concentration
of different components, the electrolyte exhibited an ionic conductivity of 6.26 mS/cm at
20 ◦C and 2.54 mS cm−1 at −20 ◦C [125]. ZIBs with this electrolyte and a NH4V3O8·1.9H2O
cathode delivered a capacity of 201 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.2 A g−1 at −20 ◦C
(Figure 11) [125]. Moreover, the ZIBs showed a cyclability with a capacity retention of
77% over 1500 cycles at a current density of 1.0 A g−1 at −20 ◦C, and a capacity retention
of 92% over 100 cycles while subjected to bending at −20 ◦C. The firm contact at the
electrolyte–electrode interface remained stable at −20 ◦C [125].
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Guar gum was utilized to produce an electrolyte for flexible ZIBs with high rate
performance and a long cycling life [126]. The hydrogel was made by dissolving 6 wt%
guar gum in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M MnSO4 under stirring at room
temperature [126]. The resulting hydrogel electrolyte exhibited an ionic conductivity of
10.7 mS cm−1 at room temperature [126]. Thanks to its high ionic conductivity, ZIBs with
this hydrogel electrolyte and an α-MnO2 cathode achieved the highest energy density of
416 Wh kg−1 and a specific capacity of 308.2 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.3 A g−1,
also demonstrating fast charging and discharging capabilities of 131.6 mAh g−1 at a current
density of 6.0 A g−1 [126]. The ZIBs displayed very high cyclability with 100% capacity
retention after 1900 cycles, and 85% capacity retention after 2000 cycles at a current density
of 6.0 A g−1, indicating the positive effect of the hydrogel in suppressing zinc dendrite
formation [126]. Moreover, the ZIBs exhibited good durability with respect to bending,
showing a capacity retention of 81.3% after 1000-time bending [126].

Gum arabic was also employed to prepare a hydrogel electrolyte to suppress water-
induced side reactions in ZIBs [127]. In this work, 30 wt% gum arabic was mixed in an
aqueous solution of 1 M ZnSO4 and 1 M Li2SO4 under stirring at 80 ◦C for four minutes,
followed by casting in a glass mold after another six minutes [127]. The abundant hydrogen
bonding network suppressed the active water molecules and thus expanded the electro-
chemical window to up to 2.26 V. Measurements with Zn symmetric cells indicated a long
lifetime of more than 1300 h for this gel electrolyte [127]. A Zn hybrid ion battery with
this electrolyte and a LiFePO4 cathode showed a Coulombic efficiency of 91.13% at 0.5C,
indicating satisfactory ion migration between the cathode and anode, as well as controlled
side reactions at the anode interface [127].
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Table 1. Summary of all biopolymer hydrogel electrolytes for ZIBs with information on the type of
biopolymer, electrolyte, mechanical strength, ionic conductivity, and main advantages and disadvantages.

Hydrogels [Ref.] Electrolyte Salts Mechanical Strength Ionic
Conductivity Advantages Disadvantages

Cellulose-based
hydrogel [97] 3 M ZnSO4 39.5 MPa 0.643 mS cm−1 Low cost;

Low thickness

Relatively low
cycling stability;

Low conductivity

Bacterial cellulose
hydrogel [98]

2.0 M ZnSO4 and 0.2
M MnSO4

~1.75 MPa 27.8 mS cm−1
Low cost;

High stability;
Easy fabrication

Relatively low
mechanical
properties

CMC hydrogel [53] 7 M KAc and
1 M ZnAc2

1.33 MPa 34.5 mS cm−1 Low cost;
High cycling stability

Complex fabrication;
Relatively low

mechanical
properties

Nanocellulose–CMC
hydrogel [100] 2 M ZnSO4 70 MPa 26 mS cm−1

High cycling stability;
Good rate

performance;
High tensile strength

Relatively complex
fabrication

CMC with tetraethyl
orthosilicate and

glycerol [103]
4.5 M ZnSO4 2.11 MPa 19.4 mS cm−1

@ −40 ◦C

Wide temperature
stable window;
Good stability

Relatively complex
fabrication

Sorbitol-modified
cellulose hydrogel

electrolyte [52]
16 M ZnCl2 0.62 MPa 35.4 mS cm−1

Wide temperature
stable window;

High conductivity

Low mechanical
strength;

Relatively high cost

Chitosan-Zn
membrane electrolyte

[105]
2 M ZnSO4 7.4 MPa 71.8 mS cm−1 High conductivity;

Non-flammability
Relatively complex

fabrication

Natural
chitosan-glass fiber

hydrogel [106]
2 M ZnSO4 2.40 MPa 83.4 mS cm−1 Low cost;

High conductivity

Glass fiber may limit
the wearable
application

Chitosan on cotton
pad [107] 2 M ZnSO4 ~5 MPa - Low cost;

Dendrite control
Relatively low

stability

Kappa
(k)-carrageenan–

chitosan hydrogel
[109]

2 M ZnSO4 14.2 MPa 5.3 mS cm−1
High cycling stability;

High mechanical
strength

Low conductivity

Zinc alginate
gel [112]

2 M ZnSO4 and
0.2 M MnSO4

- 18.3 mS cm−1 Relatively high
cycling stability

Relatively low
temperature
compatibility

Zinc alginate
hydrogel [114] 2 M ZnSO4 4.63 MPa 0.54 mS cm−1 Self-healing; Easy

fabrication Low conductivity

Guar gum–alginate
[116]

2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4

- 6.19 mS cm−1

@ −20 ◦C
Wide temperature

window
Unclear mechanical

strength

Gelatin-based
hydrogel electrolyte

[60]

0.5 M Li2SO4 and
0.5 M ZnSO4

~100 kPa 37.2 mS cm−1 High conductivity;
Easy fabrication

Low mechanical
strength

Gelatin hydrogel [99] 2 M ZnSO4 1.5 MPa 23.5 mS cm−1 Low material cost;
High conductivity

Low mechanical
strength;

Relatively complex
fabrication

Xanthan gum
hydrogel [124]

2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4

- 14.6 mS cm−1 High conductivity;
Easy fabrication

Low mechanical
strength; Relatively
low cycling stability

Xanthan gum
hydrogel [125] 4 M ZnCl2 ~0.1 MPa 2.54 mS cm−1

@ −20 ◦C
Wide temperature

stable window

Relatively low
conductivity at room

temperature;
Low mechanical

strength

Guar gum
biopolymer

electrolyte [126]

2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4

0.65 MPa 10.7 mS cm−1
Easy fabrication;
Relatively high

conductivity

Low mechanical
strength

5. Hybrid Biopolymer–Synthetic Polymer Hydrogel Electrolytes for Zn-Ion Batteries

Biopolymers have been employed as a component in hybrid hydrogel electrolytes
alongside synthetic polymers. This approach involves the formation of interpenetrating
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network (IPN) hydrogels by two or more polymer networks. This strategy allows the
synergistic properties of both polymers to be harnessed, such as achieving good mechanical
strength and high water absorption capacity. Beyond considerations of biodegradabil-
ity, the overall objectives of these electrolytes align with those of discussed biopolymer
hydrogel electrolytes. These objectives include ensuring good mechanical strength and
ionic conductivity, suppressing zinc dendrite formation and water-induced side reactions,
and maintaining performance at subzero temperature. A summary of the investigated
hybrid biopolymer-synthetic polymer hydrogel electrolytes for Zn-ion batteries with de-
tails on electrolyte type, mechanical strength, ionic conductivity and main advantages and
disadvantages is presented in Table 2.

5.1. Cellulose and Its Derivatives with Synthetic Polymer

Multiple studies have explored double-network hydrogel electrolytes utilizing cellu-
lose or cellulose derivatives and polyacrylamide (PAM) to develop flexible or stretchable
ZIBs with high stability. For instance, a hydrogel electrolyte was devised using cellulose
nanofibers and PAM [128]. The hydrogel was created by initially dispersing approximately
7 wt% cellulose nanofibers (of a 1.5 wt% water suspension) in an aqueous solution of 1 M
Zn(CF3SO3)2 under stirring [128]. Subsequently, 0.2 wt% ammonium persulfate (APS),
about 14 wt% acrylamide monomers, and 0.2 wt% N,N′-methylenebisacrylamide (NN-
MBA) were added to the solution. The solution was stirred at room temperature until
casting, followed by heating in an oven at 60 ◦C to achieve free radical polymerization,
with grafting of acrylamide onto the cellulose nanofibers [128]. ZIBs utilizing this hydro-
gel and a Mg0.23V2O5·1.0H2O cathode demonstrated a specific capacity of 216 mAh g−1

after 2000 cycles at a current density of 5 A g−1, with a capacity retention of 98.6% [128].
The ZIBs remained operational even at a strain of 650%, under repeated bending, heat-
ing, and freezing conditions [128]. Recently, lignin-containing cellulose nanofibers and
PAM were employed to create a double-network, water-retaining hydrogel electrolyte for
dendrite-free ZIBs [129]. For this hydrogel electrolyte, 10 mM Zn(OTF)2, 33 wt% acry-
lamide, 0.4 wt% APS, and 0.04 wt% NNMBA cross-linker were added to a lignin-containing
cellulose nanofiber suspension under stirring [129]. The solution was then poured into a
mold and heated at 60 ◦C for polymerization [129]. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and
a MgVO cathode exhibited a specific capacity of 320 mAh g−1, with a capacity retention
of 91.9% after 4000 cycles at a current density of 0.2 A g−1 [129]. The entangled dual-
network structure, coupled with strong hydrogen bonding with lignin-containing cellulose
nanofibers, effectively limited water molecules, contributing to outstanding stability. These
ZIBs maintained an energy density of 255.4 Wh kg−1 at a power density of 341.7 W kg−1

for over 5000 cycles, with a voltage window from 0.2 V to 1.9 V [129].
Apart from cellulose nanofibers, cellulose derivatives have been employed to produce

double-network structured hydrogel electrolytes. For instance, a CMC-PAM hydrogel
electrolyte was developed for flexible ZIBs to enhance mechanical properties and suppress
zinc dendrite formation [130]. To prepare the hydrogel, CMC and acrylamide monomer
were dissolved in deionized water under stirring [130]. For in situ polymerization, potas-
sium persulfate (PPS) was added as an initiator, and NNMBA was added as a cross-linker.
The solution was cast and heated at 80 ◦C [130]. Subsequently, the produced hydrogel
was immersed in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M MnSO4 [130]. The hydro-
gel’s double-network structure with intermolecular interactions improved the electrolyte’s
toughness through energy dissipation during deformation. Simultaneously, the negatively
charged carboxyl groups in the hydrogel trapped zinc ions, facilitating homogeneous zinc
deposition on the anode, promoting reversibility and stability [130]. The hydrogel achieved
a maximum stretchability of 3000% strain with recovery to 800%, and full original shape
recovery up to 400% stretching [130]. An ionic conductivity of 13 mS cm−1 was determined
for this electrolyte at room temperature [130]. ZIBs with this electrolyte and an α-MnO2
cathode delivered a specific capacity of 245.4 µAh cm−2 at 0.154 mA cm−2 and a capacity
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retention of 90.2% over 500 cycles at 0.308 mA cm−2 [130]. Moreover, the ZIBs exhibited
good endurance under bending and mechanical impact [130].

In another study, an amphoteric double-network hydrogel electrolyte was developed
using carboxyethyl quaternized cellulose, PAM, and ZnSO4 (Figure 12) to create highly
stable ZIBs [131]. The intermolecular interactions, coordination bonds, and covalent cross-
linking provided both strength and toughness. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and a
NH4V4O10 cathode demonstrated a specific capacity of 299 mAh g−1 at a current density
of 0.5 A g−1, with a capacity retention of 92% after 200 cycles and a Coulombic efficiency
of more than 99.9% [131]. At a current density of 2 A g−1, the ZIBs delivered a capacity
of 195 mA g−1 after 2000 cycles, corresponding to a capacity retention of 86% [131]. A
hydrogel was also developed by cross-linking hydroxyethyl cellulose with divinyl sulfone
in the presence of CMC [132]. In this work, CMC and hydroxyethyl cellulose were dissolved
in a KOH solution of pH 12 to 13 under stirring, and then divinyl sulfone was added and
stirred until a gel was obtained [132]. The introduction of CMC improved water retention
through its high affinity with water, and the Na+ ions from CMC also provided more
free ions, contributing to good ionic conductivity of 5 to 6 mS cm−1 [132]. For use as the
electrolyte in ZIBs, the hydrogel was immersed in an aqueous solution of 1 M ZnCl2, and
in a printed ZIB with this electrolyte and a MnO2 cathode, a capacity of 11 mAh g−1 was
measured at a current density of 0.5 A g−1 [132].
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with carboxyethyl quaternized cellulose (CEQC), PAM, and ZnSO4, and the interactions in the hydro-
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bonds. Figure slightly modified from [131] reprinted with permission.

In addition, triple interpenetrating network hydrogel electrolytes were developed for
ZIBs with extended stability. For instance, a hydrogel electrolyte was formulated using
CMC, gelatin, and PAM [133]. To prepare the hydrogel, 2 wt% CMC and 2 to 18 wt% gelatin
were dissolved in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M MnSO4 under stirring at
50 ◦C [133]. This solution was then combined with another solution obtained by dissolving
3 M acrylamide and 0.1 wt% NNMBA in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M
MnSO4 under stirring at room temperature [133]. Subsequently, 0.2 wt% PPS was added
to the mixture, followed by heating at 70 ◦C for one hour under a vacuum, resulting in
the hydrogel electrolyte [133]. The hydrogel electrolyte, exhibiting reversible hydrogen
bonding interactions and entanglement, could maintain its structure during deformation
by dissipating energy and restore mechanical strength later. The triple interpenetrating
network also provided a high water affinity and water retention. The hydrogel exhibited
an ionic conductivity of 27.0 mS cm−1, tensile strength of 108.3 kPa, and elongation at
break of 1014%. It maintained mechanical stability even at a temperature of −20 ◦C
(Figure 13A–C) [133]. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and a HMgVO cathode delivered
a capacity of 368.9 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.1 A g−1 [133]. Moreover, the ZIBs
exhibited good cycling stability for 10,000 cycles at 0 ◦C with a capacity of 51.6 mAh g−1 at
a current density of 10 A g−1 and a capacity retention of 72.7% (Figure 13D) [133].
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In another study, a PAM-poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate-CMC hydrogel electrolyte
was developed [134]. The hydrogel was prepared by dissolving acrylamide, CMC, and
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate in a 2 M ZnSO4 aqueous solution, followed by heating at
40 ◦C [134]. The ionic conductivity of the hydrogel electrolyte was 30.24 mS cm−1 [134].
Moreover, the amide groups in PAM molecules demonstrated a significant influence on
reducing the desolvation activation energy; specifically, the strong bonding between Zn2+

and amide inhibited the formation of a solvation sheath and promoted an even zinc ion
distribution. ZIBs with this electrolyte and a V2O5·1.6H2O cathode delivered a specific
capacity of 381 mAh g−1 at a current density of 1.0 A g−1, with a capacity retention rate of
71.1% [134].

Some other efforts regarding hybrid cellulose–synthetic polymer hydrogel electrolytes
focused on ZIBs operating at extremely cold temperatures. For example, a cellulose
nanofiber-PAM hydrogel electrolyte with a hybrid methanol/water solvent was devel-
oped [135]. The hydrogel was prepared by dissolving acrylamide monomers, APS, and
NNMBA in deionized water, followed by adding cellulose nanofibers under stirring at
25 ◦C. Then, the solution was cast and heated at 60 ◦C [135]. The hydrogel membrane was
immersed in the hybrid aqueous solution with an optimized methanol molar ratio of 56%
and about 40 wt% Zn(CF3SO3)2 [135]. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and a MgVO
cathode delivered a specific capacity of 214 mAh g−1 after 4000 cycles at 10 A g−1 [135].
The ZIBs exhibited high flexibility with repeated bending and twisting even at a very
cold temperature. The hydrogen bonding between methanol molecular clusters and water
molecules effectively reduced the freezing point. The ZIBs delivered a capacity of more
than 130 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.01 A g−1 at a temperature of −60 ◦C [135].

In another study focusing on ZIBs with anti-freezing capability, glycerol was employed
in the preparation process [136]. Initially, nanocellulose was extracted from wheat straws
through grinding and ball-milling, followed by treatment with NaOH, H2O2, and UV light
radiation [136]. After freeze-drying, the nanocellulose powder was utilized to produce films
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by dispersing it in water through stirring and sonification, followed by subsequent vacuum
filtration and drying [136]. Despite the applied treatment not fully removing the lignin,
the extracted cellulose-based material exhibited commendable mechanical properties and
stability in water [136]. To prepare the electrolyte, the nanocellulose material was dispersed
in water, and acrylamide and glycerol were added to the solution under stirring, followed
by sonification, casting, and heating at 60 ◦C [136]. As a final step, the hydrogel film was
immersed in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.2 M MnSO4 [136]. By utilizing such
an electrolyte as a physical reinforcer in the cathode and electrolyte, the ZIBs with MnO2
active materials achieved a capacity of 309.2 mAh g−1 at 0.2 A g−1 and a capacity retention
of 85.2% after 1000 cycles, and demonstrated excellent anti-freezing ability and durability
under mechanical deformation [136].

Multifunctional systems were also developed. For instance, a multifunctional flex-
ible ZIB was created with a stable thermochromic hydrogel, based on CMC IV, cotton
cellulose nanofibers, and PAM, enabling a high-temperature warning functionality [137].
The hydrogel synthesis procedure can be summarized as follows: First, 15 wt% cellulose
nanofibers were added to deionized water, followed by the addition of 1 M ZnSO4·7H2O
under stirring [137]. Subsequently, 12 wt% acrylamide and 0.5 wt% CMC were added to
the solution under stirring, and then 0.2 wt% TCCP, 0.2 wt% APS initiator, and 0.06 wt%
NNMBA cross-linking agent were added [137]. After five hours of stirring and degassing,
the solution was cast and heated to 50 ◦C for 12 h of curing [137]. The hydrogel demon-
strated excellent thermochromic features when subjected to cycling between 25 and 60 ◦C,
attributed to the even dispersion of the colorant and developer by CNF and CMC. ZIBs
with this electrolyte delivered a capacity of 383 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.5 A g−1,
with a capacity retention of 98% after 1000 cycles and 81% after 3500 cycles [137].

In another study, a ZIB-type self-powered strain sensing system was developed with
an ionic hydrogel made from CMC, PAM, and tannic acid [138]. The hydrogel electrolyte
was prepared by first adding 1 w/v% CMC, 1 w/v% tannic acid, 27 w/v% acrylamide,
0.02 w/v% NNMBA, and 0.0004 vol% photoinitiator to an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4
and 0.1 M MnSO4 under stirring [138]. This was followed by degassing and transfer to a
mold, after which it was exposed to ultraviolet light irradiation at room temperature [138].
The tannic acid induced the formation of sites with multiple interactions, which could be
used for energy dissipation and achieve good mechanical properties. The hydrogel had a
tensile strength of 132 kPa and strain of 622%, and it exhibited self-healing and adhesive
properties [138]. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and a MnO2 cathode delivered a
specific capacity of 223.0 mAh g−1 at a current density of 1.0 A g−1, showing a capacity
retention of 79.6% after 500 cycles at a current density of 5.0 A g−1 [138].

5.2. Chitosan, Chitin, or Derivatives with Synthetic Polymer

For the development of a chemically self-charging flexible ZIB, a hydrogel electrolyte
was produced from chitin and PAM [139]. To create the hydrogel, the authors initially
generated a 1 wt% chitin nanofiber suspension through a combined deep eutectic solvent
and high-pressure homogenization treatment on raw lobster shells [139]. Subsequently,
0.01 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 was dissolved in the chitin nanofiber suspension [139]. Free radical
polymerization was then employed by adding 33 wt% acrylamide monomers, 0.4 wt% APS,
and 0.02 wt% NNMBA to the solution under stirring at room temperature, followed by
casting and heating at 60 ◦C [139]. ZIBs utilizing this electrolyte and a VO2 cathode achieved
a specific capacity of 343.9 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.2 A g−1 (Figure 14), along with
an energy density of 231.9 Wh kg−1 at a power density of 139.0 W kg−1 [139]. The ZIBs
in this study exhibited dual operation modes, allowing both chemical and galvanostatic
charging hybrid modes [139]. Remarkably, the cathodes could self-charge by reacting with
oxygen, and the exposure to air was highly accessible due to the unique design and the use
of hydrogel electrolytes. The ZIBs demonstrated a discharging capacity of 263.9 mAh g−1

at a current density of 0.2 A g−1 after 6 h of oxidation in air [139]. A total of 20 cycles of
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galvanostatic discharging and chemical self-charging were achieved by adding acetic acid
to the hydrogel electrolyte to remove the byproduct Znx(OTf)y(OH)2x−y·nH2O [139].
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In another study, a soaking-free and self-healing hydrogel electrolyte for ZIBs was de-
veloped using chitosan and PAM [71]. The hydrogel was prepared by dissolving chitosan in
a 1.25 vol% acetic acid solution, followed by the addition of zinc tribuoromethanesulfonate,
acrylamide, MBAA, and APS under stirring [71]. This mixture was then poured into a
mold and heated at 60 ◦C to polymerize the hydrogel electrolyte [71]. Coin cell ZIBs with
this hydrogel electrolyte and polyaniline cathode exhibited a specific capacity of 172 mAh
g−1 and maintained 94.6% of capacity after 2000 cycles at a current density of 3 A g−1 [71].
Pouch cell ZIBs with these components delivered stable energy even in severe conditions
of bending, pressing, piercing, and hammering [71].

A multifunctional hydrogel was developed with carboxymethyl chitosan, PAM, and
LiCl (Figure 15) to create a rechargeable ZIB for flexible, self-powered integrated sensing
systems [140]. Carboxymethyl chitosan was dissolved in an aqueous solution of 2 M
ZnSO4 and 0.1 M MnSO4 [140]. Subsequently, an acrylamide monomer, LiCl·H2O, and a
photoinitiator were added to the solution under stirring, followed by transfer to a mold
and ultraviolet light irradiation [140]. The produced hydrogel had an ionic conductivity
of 5.6 mS cm−1, a tensile strength of 67 kPa, a strain of 640%, self-healing ability, and
anti-drying and anti-freezing (–48 ◦C) properties [140]. It is worth noting that sufficient
non-covalent bonding inside the hydrogel network endowed the electrolyte with a self-
healing function via its reversibility. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and an α-MnO2
cathode delivered a specific capacity of 214.2 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.5 A g−1,
with a capacity retention of 75% after 500 cycles at 4.0 A g−1, and an 88.3% electrochemical
performance retention after being cut [140].
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5.3. Alginate with Synthetic Polymer

To enhance the stability of ZIBs and mitigate cathode dissolution, a hydrogel based on
sodium alginate and PAM was developed for ZIBs with a Na+ preintercalated
δ-Na0.65Mn2O4·1.31H2O cathode [141]. The hydrogel was formed by dissolving sodium
alginate in deionized water under stirring at room temperature, followed by the addition of
the acrylamide monomer. Subsequently, NNMBA was introduced as a cross-linker, APS as
a photoinitiator, and N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) as a cross-linker ac-
celerator for PAM formation [141]. The PAM film was cured at 50 ◦C and then immersed in
an aqueous solution of 1 M ZnSO4 and 0.2 M MnSO4 to create the hydrogel electrolyte [141].
The preintercalated sodium ions supported the layered MnO2 structure, further enhancing
stability. The resulting ZIB delivered a capacity of 305 mAh g−1 at 0.1 A g−1, exhibited
excellent Coulombic efficiency of over 99%, and maintained capacity retention of 96% for
1000 cycles at 2 A g−1 [141].

5.4. Gelatin with Synthetic Polymer

A zwitterionic triple-network hydrogel electrolyte with robust tensile and compressive
strength was developed for flexible textile-based ZIBs [142]. The hydrogel was composed of
PAM, gelatin, and [2-(methylacryloxy) ethyl] dimethyl-(3-sulfonic acid propyl) ammonium
hydroxide (DMAPS) [142]. Initially, acrylamide, DMAPS, 1-carrageenan, and NNMBA
were dissolved in deionized water at 60 ◦C. TMEDA and PPS initiator were added, and
the mixture was further stirred at 60 ◦C [142]. Subsequently, the hydrogel was refrigerated
at 4 ◦C [142]. The ionic conductivity of this hydrogel electrolyte was 35.1 mS cm−1 [142],
owing to the zwitterionic groups on DMAPS that promoted the migration of both cations
and anions. ZIBs with this electrolyte and a δ-MnO2 cathode delivered a stable capacity of
175 mAh g−1 for 100 cycles at a current density of 0.4 A g−1, with a Coulombic efficiency of
over 99%. The ZIBs remained operational under bending or mechanical pressure [142].

5.5. Xanthan Gum with Synthetic Polymer

To create flexible ZIBs for submarine use, a stable hydrogel electrolyte was developed
based on a mixture of xanthan gum, PAM, and cotton cellulose nanofibers (Figure 16) [143].
Radical polymerization was applied to make the hydrogel, starting with dissolving 10 wt%
acrylamide and 0.5 wt% xanthan gum powder in an aqueous cotton cellulose nanofiber
dispersion under stirring at room temperature. The addition of (NH4)2S2O8 as an initiator
and NNMBA as a cross-linker followed under stirring [143]. After a vacuum treatment,
the solution was cast at 65 ◦C to remove bubbles [143]. Subsequently, the hydrogel film
was immersed in an aqueous solution of 2 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M MnSO4 to make the
electrolyte [143]. The high molecular weight and numerous side-chain groups on xanthan
gum created strong interactions between ions and water, forming a stable hydrogel network.
The strong ion adsorption provided high stability underwater. ZIBs with this electrolyte
and a MnO2 cathode delivered a specific capacity of 237 mAh g−1 at 1C, with a capacity
retention of 86.2% after 1000 cycles at 4C [143]. Moreover, after bending the ZIB for
500 times, a capacity retention of 94.5% was achieved, and immersing the ZIB in water for
two hours led to a capacity retention of 85.1% [143].
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Figure 16. (a) Schematic diagram of the preparation method to produce xanthan gum-PAM-cellulose
nanofiber hydrogel with polymerization and electrolyte immersion steps. (b) Chemical structure of
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(c) Photograph of the hydrogel. Figure from [143] reprinted with permission.

5.6. Agar with Synthetic Polymer

Agar, a natural polysaccharide extracted from certain marine red algae, comprises a
blend of agaropectin (non-gelling) and agarose (gelling) [144]. Agarose is a linear polysac-
charide with repeating units of D-galactose and 3-6,anhydro-L-galactose, connected by
alternating α-(1→3) and β-(1→4) glycosidic bonds [144]. Agarose has a gelling temperature
of approximately 30–40 ◦C and a melting temperature of 80–90 ◦C, and is soluble in warm
water and some organic solvents [145]. A hydrogel electrolyte based on agar and PAM was
developed for ZIBs with the goal of expanding the operational temperature range [146].
The hydrogel was prepared by dissolving agar and PAM in a 5:1 weight ratio in ultrapure
water under stirring and heating, followed by casting and heating at 60 ◦C [146]. Subse-
quently, the hydrogel films were vacuum-dried at 80 ◦C [146]. The hydrogel electrolyte was
obtained by immersing the hydrogel film in a 3 M ZnSO4 aqueous solution with 30 wt%
ethylene glycol [146]. Agar hydroxyl and amide groups facilitated preferable Zn2+ transfer,
paving the way for high conductivity and minimal polarization. ZIBs with this hydrogel
electrolyte and a V2O5 cathode delivered a capacity of 315 mAh g−1 at a current density of
0.1 A g−1, and the ZIBs exhibited stable cycling at temperatures ranging from −25 ◦C to
50 ◦C [146].

5.7. Soybean Protein with Synthetic Polymer

Soybean protein and PAM were employed to fabricate a highly compressible electrolyte
for flexible ZIBs [147]. The hydrogel was prepared by dispersing 3.3 wt% soybean protein
isolate nanoparticles in deionized water under stirring and a nitrogen atmosphere at
95 ◦C, followed by cooling. Acrylamide monomers, 2-hydroxy-40-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-
2-methylpropiophenone as a photoinitiator, and NNMBA as a cross-linker were then
added [147]. The solution was poured into a Teflon mold, subjected to ultraviolet light
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irradiation for five hours, and dried overnight at 60 ◦C. Subsequently, the hydrogel was
immersed in an aqueous solution of 1 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M MnSO4 to obtain the hydrogel
electrolyte [147]. The negatively charged soybean protein increased the dielectric constant
and enhanced electrochemical performance. ZIBs with this hydrogel electrolyte and a
MnO2 cathode delivered a specific capacity of 299.3 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.4C,
with a capacity retention rate of 78.2% over 500 cycles (Figure 17). Furthermore, the ZIBs
maintained performance even under bending and hammering conditions [147].
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Hydrogels [Ref.] Electrolyte Salts 
Mechanical 

Strength 
Ionic  

Conductivity 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Cellulose nanofiber–PAM hy-
drogel electrolyte [128] 

1 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 192 kPa 6.8 mS cm−1 
High cycling stability; Wide 
temperature stable window 

Low mechanical strength; 
Complex fabrication 

Lignin-containing cellulose nan-
ofiber-PAM hydrogel [129] 

1 M Zn(OTF)2 350 kPa 21.57 mS cm−1 
High cycling stability; Dendrite 

growth control 
Low mechanical strength; 
Relatively expensive salts 

CMC-PAM hydrogel electrolyte 
[130] 

2 M ZnSO4 and  
0.1 M MnSO4 

~35 kPa 13 mS cm−1 
High stretchability; Relatively 

low cost 
Low mechanical strength 

PAM/CMC/gelatin hydrogel 
electrolyte [133] 

2 M ZnSO4 and  
0.1 M MnSO4 

108.3 kPa 27.0 mS cm−1 
High conductivity; Wide tem-

perature stable window 
Low mechanical strength; 

Complex fabrication 
PAM-poly(ethylene glycol) di-
acrylate-CMC hydrogel [134] 

2 M ZnSO4 2.25 MPa 30.24 mS cm−1 
High conductivity; High me-

chanical strength 
Relatively low cycling sta-

bility 
Cellulose nanofiber-PAM hydro-

gel [135] 
40 wt% Zn(CF3SO3)2 ~ 250 kPa - 

Wide temperature stable win-
dow; High cycling stability 

Relatively low mechanical 
strength 

PAM-cotton cellulose nanofiber-
CMC hydrogel [137] 

1 M ZnSO4 60 kPa 2.492 S m−1 Very high conductivity; High 
stretchability 

Low mechanical strength 

PAM-chitin nanofiber hydrogel 
[139] 0.01 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 114.62 kPa 15.2 mS cm−1 High cycling stability 

Low mechanical strength; 
Relatively expensive elec-

trolyte salt 
Carboxymethyl chitosan-PAM 

hydrogel [140] 
2 M ZnSO4 and  
0.1 M MnSO4 

67 kPa 5.6 mS cm−1 
Low conductivity and mechani-

cal strength 
Reliable anti-freezing (–48 

°C) feature 

Alginate-PAM hydrogel [141] 
1 M ZnSO4 and  
0.2 M MnSO4 

~500 kPa 29.2 mS cm−1 High conductivity 
Relatively complex fabrica-

tion 
PAM-gelatin-DMAPS hydrogel 

[142] 
2 M ZnSO4  ~35 kPa 35.1 mS cm−1 High conductivity Low mechanical strength 

Xanthan gum-PAM-cotton cellu-
lose nanofibers [143] 

2 M ZnSO4 and  
0.1 M MnSO4 

84 kPa 28.8 mS cm−1 
Water proofing; Stability under 

deformation 
Low mechanical strength 

Figure 17. (A) Cycling performance of ZIB with PAM-soybean protein hydrogel electrolyte at a
current density of 0.4C. The capacity retention rate is 78.2% over 500 cycles. (B) Rate performance of
ZIB with PAM-soybean protein hydrogel electrolyte for current densities ranging from 0.4 to 2C. Both
graphs display specific capacity on the left axis and Coulombic efficiency on the right axis. Figure
slightly modified from [147] reprinted with permission.

Table 2. Summary of all discussed hybrid biopolymer–synthetic polymer hydrogel electrolytes for
ZIBs with information on the type of biopolymer, electrolyte, mechanical strength, ionic conductivity,
and main advantages and disadvantages.

Hydrogels [Ref.] Electrolyte Salts Mechanical
Strength

Ionic
Conductivity Advantages Disadvantages

Cellulose nanofiber–PAM
hydrogel electrolyte [128] 1 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 192 kPa 6.8 mS cm−1

High cycling stability;
Wide temperature

stable window

Low mechanical
strength; Complex

fabrication

Lignin-containing cellulose
nanofiber-PAM hydrogel

[129]
1 M Zn(OTF)2 350 kPa 21.57 mS cm−1

High cycling stability;
Dendrite growth

control

Low mechanical
strength; Relatively

expensive salts

CMC-PAM hydrogel
electrolyte [130]

2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4

~35 kPa 13 mS cm−1 High stretchability;
Relatively low cost

Low mechanical
strength

PAM/CMC/gelatin
hydrogel electrolyte [133]

2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4

108.3 kPa 27.0 mS cm−1
High conductivity;
Wide temperature

stable window

Low mechanical
strength; Complex

fabrication

PAM-poly(ethylene glycol)
diacrylate-CMC hydrogel

[134]
2 M ZnSO4 2.25 MPa 30.24 mS cm−1

High conductivity;
High mechanical

strength

Relatively low
cycling stability

Cellulose nanofiber-PAM
hydrogel [135] 40 wt% Zn(CF3SO3)2 ~ 250 kPa -

Wide temperature
stable window; High

cycling stability

Relatively low
mechanical strength

PAM-cotton cellulose
nanofiber-CMC
hydrogel [137]

1 M ZnSO4 60 kPa 2.492 S m−1
Very high

conductivity; High
stretchability

Low mechanical
strength

PAM-chitin nanofiber
hydrogel [139] 0.01 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 114.62 kPa 15.2 mS cm−1 High cycling stability

Low mechanical
strength; Relatively

expensive electrolyte
salt
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Table 2. Cont.

Hydrogels [Ref.] Electrolyte Salts Mechanical
Strength

Ionic
Conductivity Advantages Disadvantages

Carboxymethyl
chitosan-PAM
hydrogel [140]

2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4

67 kPa 5.6 mS cm−1
Low conductivity
and mechanical

strength

Reliable anti-freezing
(–48 ◦C) feature

Alginate-PAM
hydrogel [141]

1 M ZnSO4 and
0.2 M MnSO4

~500 kPa 29.2 mS cm−1 High conductivity Relatively complex
fabrication

PAM-gelatin-DMAPS
hydrogel [142] 2 M ZnSO4 ~35 kPa 35.1 mS cm−1 High conductivity Low mechanical

strength

Xanthan gum-PAM-cotton
cellulose nanofibers [143]

2 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4

84 kPa 28.8 mS cm−1
Water proofing;
Stability under

deformation

Low mechanical
strength

Agar-PAM hydrogel [146] 3 M ZnSO4 92.34 MPa -

High mechanical
strength; Dendrite

growth control;
Anti-freezing feature

Relatively low
conductivity

Soybean protein-PAM
hydrogel [147]

1 M ZnSO4 and
0.1 M MnSO4

31.3 KPa 50.8 mS cm−1

Relatively high
conductivity; High

stability under
deformation

Low mechanical
strength

6. Future Perspectives

The impressive performance exhibited by biopolymer hydrogel electrolytes is accelerat-
ing the development of next-generation ZIB applications. Biopolymer hydrogels, primarily
derived from natural polymers sourced from animals and plants, are characterized by the
ability of polysaccharides and proteins to form gel networks with water molecules. These
networks involve intermolecular interactions that facilitate gelation, augmented by the
presence of multiple hydrophilic groups in the chain structures [148].

In the realm of flexible ZIBs, the merits of biopolymer hydrogels have become evident.
Firstly, their water-included feature and 3D network structures confer suitable mechanical
strength and reliable ionic conductivity, making them desirable for battery applications.
The flexibility and toughness of hydrogels also impart higher structural integrity and
durability to ZIBs under harsh mechanical deformation. Secondly, biomaterials are ideal
for ZIBs due to their easy obtainability, low cost, environmental friendliness, and high
biocompatibility. Notably, transient devices for wearable, implantable, and sustainable
power supply applications have been developed using biocompatible gels such as agarose
(patent US10655024B2) and gelatin-silk protein [149].

Moreover, extensive opportunities for further modification arise from the plethora
of biopolymer hydrogels. For instance, grafting or cross-linking with synthetic hydrogel
polymers enhances mechanical strength and ionic conductivity. Additionally, in-depth
research on hybrid biopolymer electrolytes has led to the development of functions such as
anti-freezing, water retention, and self-healing, expanding their applicability across various
scenarios. The functional groups within biopolymers play a crucial role in improving zinc
ion transfer and regulating the interfacial chemical environment, ensuring the stable and
efficient operation of ZIBs.

Despite these achievements, challenges persist with hydrogel electrolytes for ZIBs,
prompting further attention and exploration in specific areas:

1. First of all, the design of ionic conductivity and mechanical properties of the hydrogel
electrolyte is still in need of further optimization. The relatively larger thickness
of a hydrogel electrolyte, compared to a liquid electrolyte, as well as the lower wa-
ter content, inevitably reduce conductivity. In this context, additional research into
double-network and triple-network hydrogels could be conducted. Such interpenetrat-
ing network structures can enhance mechanical strength, durability, and robustness.
Moreover, ionic conductivity can be increased by developing polymer networks with
a higher number of hydrophilic groups on their chains, improving water retention. In-
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terpenetrating network structures can be further explored for hydrogel electrolytes in
ZIBs using multiple biopolymers rather than hybrid biopolymers–synthetic polymers
to make the hydrogels greener and more cost-effective, such as further study around
relatively rigid CMC and other highly conductive polysaccharides.

2. Moreover, further design efforts could focus more on the mechanical properties and
electrochemical performance on the entire ZIB cell. Ensuring the firm integration
of electrodes with the electrolyte and maintaining stability during large, long-term
deformation are essential for the lifespan of ZIBs. Interfaces should also be enhanced
to achieve a more stable environment for various interfacial reactions. Simple mod-
ifications on the electrode side (such as the addition of non-covalent interactions),
and even the integration of electrodes with hydrogel electrolytes, might expand the
electrochemical stable window to a higher level or offer better interfacial contact
during deformation. Fundamental research focused on understanding interfacial
mechanisms, combining DFT calculations, computer simulations, and experimental
research involving in operando characterization can provide better insights and help
improve the future design and development of hydrogel electrolytes in ZIBs.

3. Apart from stability during deformation, durability under harsh environments un-
deniably impacts the performance of ZIBs. Certain conditions, such as temperature
variations, bending, and other deformations, may lead to the aging of hydrogels,
including shrinkage, reduction in adhesion, and decreased wettability, all resulting in
increased interface resistance and deteriorating efficiency at the electrode–electrolyte
interface [91]. Thus, water retention capability still needs further investigation to
improve conductivity stability throughout the lifespan, potentially expanding ap-
plication scenes to low-temperature and large-scale energy storage, offshore energy
storage, and smart wearable electronics.

4. In addition, better strategies need to be developed for widening the electrochemical
stable window for hydrogel ZIBs, as the current additives used may influence the
ionic conductivity of the hydrogel or affect aqueous interactions at the interface. The
subtle utilization of different polar groups, controlling free water molecules, and
using charged or zwitterionic groups to regulate ionic movement may be effective
choices for controlling side reactions. However, the use of functional groups or specific
polymers may also result in a change in electrochemical performance, and a detailed
investigation of compatibility between different components should be performed.

5. The development of biopolymer electrolytes also needs more attention regarding
the possibility of commercialization. Although the high natural abundance of most
biopolymers theoretically improves accessibility, some hydrogels may not be com-
petitive enough compared to mature aqueous systems, limited by their relatively
small markets and high prices. Moreover, the synthesis of hybrid electrolytes could
introduce complicated processes or high-cost materials, leading to an increase in
expenses. More efforts can be dedicated to making modifications based on low-price
raw materials, such as CMC, alginate, starch, etc., among biobased hydrogels, as well
as synthetic materials with stable and economical supplies, such as PAM and PVA. It
is gratifying that increasing applications and patents focusing on ZIBs with hydro-
gel electrolytes have been launched in recent years, with many exploring the future
of biopolymer electrolytes (e.g., CN113644227A; EP4078716A1; US20180166662A1;
WO2022197984A1).

6. The next generation of battery assembly will pave the way for extensive applications
of ZIBs with biohydrogels. Compared to conventional cells, 3D-printed ZIBs have
already demonstrated multiple advantages, such as miniaturization, flexibility, cus-
tomization, and high safety. Very recently, polyacrylamide–hemicellulose/EGaIn
microdroplet hydrogel has been successfully applied as hydrogel ink for 3D-printed
ZIBs [150]. Similarly, PAM-based cross-linked hydrogel electrolytes have also demon-
strated their potential in 3D-printing ZIBs [151]. Utilizing the features of biopolymer
hydrogels for further improvement in areal capacity and stability of electrodes, as well
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as the related development for wearable or even implantable practical applications,
will propel the potential usage of ZIBs.
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